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TRANSLATION

WHzburg, Dec. l8 f 1&77

Respected Doctorl

We use the "Schultche's for the purpose of separating the

cells, particularly the wood cells from each other, so that they separate indivi-

dually; this is accomplished thereby that one cuts up the plant part very fine

and then places it in a small porcelain bowl, in which a quantity of finely

puiverized potassium chlorate (about 0,5 gram) and 2-3 c.c. nitric acid are

found. In this one leaves the mixture cook, until the chips become white and

fall apart when tjouched.

Instead one can also let the mixture stand cold so long as is necessary

(about 2-6 days). Then one places the chips on the mount for the ......

in a drop of water and hreaks them up with two needles; almost all of the cells

fall apart.

Since I had the pleasure yesterday to write to you more in detail, therefore,

now just a short greeting.

Your

Sachs
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TRANSLATION

Würzburg, January 3, l8?9

Respected Sirl

Many thanks for your kind letter of Nov. 26th in which you call my attention

to a mistake in our text book, which actually is present insofar as mentioned in

the text (p. 27), the pit Chamber ...to the right and left, whereas regarding

B. in Fig. 25 it says from above to below; for Fig. C 25 the first expression

is certainly correct.

Thank you also for the memorandum about Rhus. dendron, which

interests me, unfortunately our specimen is still so young (because of the

reloaation of the botanical garden), that the first cannot be seen yet.

With friendly greetings,

Sincerely your

Sachs

Translation of printed page:

Mf. v Sachs demonstrated a number of plants from the division of the siphon-

ales and added thereto the remarks, that these as also the mucorales among others,

heretofore regarded as single-celled, that is as such plants, which consist

of only/cefl. This view is justified, if one wants to call a cell, one

originated from a cell through growth, surrounded by a cellular membrane and

Protoplasma containing body. If in comparison one observes that the growth of

the siphonales, mucorales among others is not accompanied by corresponding

cell-divisions as that of most other plants, but advances without these, then it

appears more natural to regard them as non-cellular plants, than as plants whose

inner cavity is not chambered with walls, whose protoplasma does not become

gathered and segmented around numerous Centra during growth. In this respect

the anucleate colloblasts (the siphonales, mucorales, and others) differ very

much from other so-called single-celled plants, as for instanee the desmidiales,

bacillariales and others, whose growth is accompanied by rhythraic recurring

divisions, only that here the part-cells immediately separate from each other and

can live as Msingle-cell plants".
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TRANSLATION

Würzburg, May lA, l8?9

Respected Doctor!

Begging your pardon I take the liberty to ask if you are in the position

and inclined to obtain for me a copy of your monograph about Ymcca; up to

now it has been entirely imppssible to procure it here.

It is probably not necessary to say that I will gladly take care

of any costs, or in the event that you prefer an exchange, this will also be

agreeable to me.

With the assurance of my high esteem, I am

Sincerely

Dr. J * Sachs
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TRANSLATION

Würzburg, June 28, 1879.

Respected Doctorl

With many thanks I have received the shipment which you so kindly sent and

also the letter, and have read your treatise about Yucca; we are now in

Position to decide upon our forms.

E>r the physiological question the downward growing. kinds

are important. I cultivate themfor this purpose, but did not know for sure

if they were determined correctly.

Unfortunately up to now, I have neglected to send you.... ;

however what I still happen to possess of these, I will take to the post office

within the next few days and will not neglect to also send you my

publications, if you should place a value on them.

With best thanks,

Sincerely,

Sachs


